Abstract -In a typical prediction problem a person who has made observations 2 1 , x2,. . . , xt at time t has to a n s w e r the question "What is xt+l ?". The starting point of the analysis here is to modify this problem b y considering for e v e r y possible x a person that asks "Is zt+1 = 3: ?y'.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [l] the theory of identification via channels was introduced. There the receiver's question "What is the message?" was replaced by "Is the message equal to m?" . This modification of the problem is a general solution concept in mathematics. We apply this solution concept of identification in the theory of prediction. We develop our analysis along the lines of [2] . Assume that the observations xt are elements of some given finite alphabet X. In the probabilistic setting of the problem the sequence ~1~x 2 , .
. . is generated by some (un)known source. We confine ourselves here to the deterministic setting where the data z l , x z , . . . is thought to be an arbitrary individual sequence. In this setting in [2] a sequential predictor was developed that performs asymptotically as well as the best finite state (FS) predictor for that sequence. We can derive from this scheme a method for attaining the finite state identifiability universally for all individual sequences. It is also interesting to study how the new notion of FS-identifiability of a sequence relates to the FS-predictability.
FINITE STATE IDENTIFIABILITY
A finite state machine is given by the following data. A set o f s t a t e s S = { l , ..., S},anextstatefunctiong:Sx X + S and an initial state SO E S. We speak of an FS predictor if in addition a prediction rule f : S + X is given. The FSPredictor works as follows. At time t it predicts the value of zt+l depending on its current state st by ? t + l = f(st).
Then xt+l is revealed and the machine changes its state to st+l = g ( s t , xt+l) according to the next state function. Then in [2] the asymptotic S-state predictability rs(xm) and the finite state predictability ~( x -) of the infinite sequence xm = ~1~x 2 , . . . has been defined. We define now in a similar way the corresponding quantities for the case of identification.
The prediction rule f : S -i X is replaced by a mapping f = (fo,. . . , fix]-1) : S + (0, l)lxl with the interpretation that fZ(st) = 1 means that person z predicts that zt+l = x and fZ(st) = 0 means that person z predicts that xt+l # z.
We denote by qstg, 2 " , 2 ) i~c :
ii.., ,~ttori . ' of errors person z makes when using the machine g and the optimal decision rule f in this case. Now we can define a maximal and an average error criterion. Furthermore we can distinguish the case when each person can use its own FS machine and the more restrictive case when all persons have to use the same machine. Therefore we define the following four quantities.
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The maximal S-state identifiability of the sequence xn is given by qs(x") = max min qs
The average S-state identifiability of the sequence x n is given by
The strong maximal S-state identifiability of the sequence x n is given by q$(xn) = minmaxqs(g,z",x).
Z€X
4. The strong average S-state identifiability of the sequence xn is given by
The asymptotic maximal S-state identifiability of the sequence zm is given by qs(xm) = limsupn,,qs(zn). The maximal finite state identifiability4f the sequence zoo is given by q ( x o J ) = lims-,, qs(zm). Similar definitions will be given for . the other cases above.
SOME RESULTS
In search for a universal scheme that attains the finite state identifiability it is crucial to analyze first the case S = 1. The observation that the 1-state identifiability can be seen as the 1-state predictability of a related binary sequence leads to a reduction to the problem of (21.
The following relations between the identifiability and the predictability are derived Further analysis about effects of randomization, markovian machines and K-identifiability will be reported.
